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Maths  
We have an exciting term focusing on 

decimals and then the application of 

this learning to money! Children will be 

reading, writing, rounding and 

comparing decimals with two decimal 

places. We will then be using this 

knowledge to solve money problems, 

involving all four operations. We will 

also continue our work with times 

tables ahead of the National Test.   

Science 
This term pupils will be looking at 

Electricity. Pupils will identify 

common appliances that run on 

electricity. Children will construct 

a simple series electrical circuit, 

identifying and naming its basic 

parts, including cells, wires, bulbs, 

switches and buzzers. During 

investigative work children will 

explore properties of conductors 

and insulators. We will record our 

work in a variety of ways including 

photographs, charts and drawings. 

 

 

 

English  
This term pupils will be 

exploring the features 

of persuasive texts. We 

will focus on 2 texts, 

Where the forest meets 

the sea / The vanishing 

world. They will be 

exploring the impact on 

rainforests on the need 

to persuade others to 

protect them. They will 

create a newspaper 

report and compare book 

reviews.  

Also, this term pupils will 

look at twisted fairy 

tales where they will 

produce their own 

creative story and play 

scripts. 
 

Geography 
This term pupils will be looking at 

different types of settlements 

and land use. We will be looking in 

more detail at what the needs of 

early settlers were and compare 

these to what we need now in our 

modern towns. Pupils will have the 

opportunity to plan and create 

their own settlements. 

 

PE 
The focus of this term’s PE 

are athletics, striking and 

fielding games. Pupils will 

develop running, throwing 

and jumping skills. 

Children will enjoy applying 

ball skills to striking and 

fielding games, such as 

rounders, tennis and 

cricket. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

RE 
This term in RE our ‘Big 

Question’ is: What does 

it mean to be a Hindu in 

Britain today? Pupils will 

study how Hindu’s show 

their faith through 

worship, rituals and the 

way they lead their 

lives. We will also study 

the life of Gandhi and 

identify how his life is 

important to Hindus. 

 

 ART 
This term pupils will be 

developing their art skills based 

around the theme of Insects!  

We will have great fun using 

different media to draw and 

make insects, including mosaics 

and creating shadow puppets.   

 

Music 
This term we will be developing 

our singing skills, using Anglo-

Saxon songs. The pupils will be 

exploring rhythms, pulse and 

dynamics.  

We will also be rehearsing for 

Music on the Mound! 

PSHE Good to be me 
This term we will explore feelings in 

the context of the child as an 

individual, developing self-awareness 

and helping the child to realise that it 

really is ‘Good to be me’. The theme is 

about understanding our feelings as 

well as considering our strengths and 

weaknesses as learners. 
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Dear Parents and Families,  

 

We hope you all had a wonderful Easter break and have been able to enjoy some time together with perhaps a sweet 

treat, or two!  

 

Reading, home-learning and times tables work still remains incredibly important. Well done to those who have been 

accessing Purple Mash regularly. We’ve enjoyed seeing the Easter scenes and designs as well as keeping track of 

progress with times tables speed and accuracy.  

 

Many parents asked at the recent Parents’ Evening how they can help with maths learning. This term we will be using 

money and beginning work on time. Both of these key concepts can be reinforced greatly at home. Finding a total of 

money, giving change, telling the time and finding a time duration are aspects of maths that have not changed – and 

any support with working with these at home will be greatly beneficial. So, break open the ‘piggy bank’ and dust off 

the alarm clock! 

 

Please continue to hear you child read, and indeed read to them. The children all enjoyed the timeless story of ‘The 

Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe’ last term. Perhaps a daily, bedtime chapter of ‘Prince Caspian’ might be a good 

follow-up? 

 

PE continues on Wednesdays with our next group of swimmers enjoying their pool trips on Wednesdays. Please ensure 

that full (NAMED) PE kit is in school. 

 

We look forward to another busy and exciting term, with hopefully some more settled, warmer weather on the way! 

 

Kind Regards, 

Mrs Joy, Mrs Solly, Miss Bullard and the Year 4 Teaching Team. 
 



  

 

    

 

 



  

 

    

 

 



  

 

    

 

 


